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Welcome Letter 
 

Dear Dormitory Students and Parents, 

We hope this letter finds you well and that you are enjoying your days of summer                
vacation before embarking on an exciting new school year at The Hebrew Academy.             
We would like to take this opportunity to share some important information regarding the              
dormitory, holiday travel, and the school calendar so that you and your family have              
ample time to make the appropriate arrangements for the many upcoming holiday            
events and celebrations.    

While living away from home is a new venture for many students and may pose               
challenges, especially in the beginning, it offers unique opportunities for development in            
interpersonal relationships, team building and leadership skills, responsibility and         
independence, and growth in Yiddishkeit and Chassidishkeit. In order to keep focused            
on our goal for the dormitory, which is to have a safe, respectful, and comfortable               
environment in which each girl can call the dorm her home away from home, please               
read the dorm policies carefully. The policies will be strictly enforced; all students are              
required to participate and contribute positively to the dorm environment.  

Communication between parents and school administration is vital for a productive and            
successful year. Weekly updates on your daughter’s progress will be sent via email.             
Please review these consistently with your daughter and address all concerns and            
positive feedback.  

We look forward to getting to know all of our dorm residents and spend the year with                 
them. We ask all parents to provide accessible (cell) phone numbers and email             
addresses so that the dorm counselors can communicate easily throughout the year.  

The school year begins with mandatory Orientation for all High School students on             
Tuesday, August 28 from 12:00 - 2:00 p.m. and the first day of school on Wednesday,                
August 29. Dorm Orientation will be Tuesday evening, August 28. All dorm students             
are required to be in Long Beach by Monday, August 27. For information concerning             
airports and transportation please read further.  

To welcome the parents and students to the school and the Long Beach community, I               
will be hosting a meet and greet BBQ at my home 4221 Lime ave. at 6:00 p.m. on                  
Monday evening. Please let me know if you will make it.  

We are looking forward to having all students’ cooperation in contributing towards an             
enjoyable, smooth, and efficient year of growth and comfort.  

Sincerely, 

Rabbi Rapoport 
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Residence Staff & Support 
Rabbi Rapoport and the Dorm Staff work hard to enrich student residence life, cultivate              
a positive climate in the dorm, and make the dorm a home away from home. 

Mrs. Mushka Drihem (323-632-3009) serves as Dorm Mother, along with Ms.Chani           
Chesney (347-281-1577) as the Dorm Counselor. They will be on hand to offer             
guidance, provide encouragement and support, and ensure the safety in all aspects to             
help keep life in the student residence comfortable. In addition, there will be ongoing              
exciting activities such as, Shabbatons, Shiurim, Farbrengens, birthday celebrations,         
and excursions in and around Southern California. All girls are expected to be present              
and have a positive presence and attitude towards dorm functions and extracurricular            
activities. 

Health - Physical & Emotional  
Please include ALL necessary information, both physical and emotional pertaining to           
each girl, as this can tremendously benefit the student as well as Dorm Staff and               
Administration in giving her the best care possible. *All information will remain            
confidential and will be shared only as necessary and in order to best serve              
students.   

Physical 
Please ensure that the Medical Health Forms are properly completed and submitted to             
the office. Although we hope that it will never be needed, please fill out the Medical                
Form and Health Release attached to this booklet. Your daughter will not be allowed in               
the dorm without this.  

Please let the school know if there are any medical conditions such as, allergies or               
asthma. Parents must inform the school of any prescription drugs. Necessary           
medication, prescription pain and psychotropic medications must be registered with the           
Dorm Counselor. A decision will be made whether the student can dispense the             
medicine herself or if it will be administered through her dorm counselor. If a student is                
found taking medication that the school was unaware of, the student’s stay at the dorm               
will be reconsidered. 

Emotional 
The emotional wellbeing of your daughter is of the utmost importance.  

To ensure a healthy emotional, social and physical environment we offer the following             
opportunities for our students. First, we are fortunate to have a therapist from Jewish              
Federation Family Services on our campus two times a week. She is available to meet               
with your daughter free of charge. 

Second, we hold mandatory meetings periodically to discuss issues. At the meetings            
students are expected to be on time and listen attentively and respectfully to the dorm               
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staff and their peers. The girls are expected to work together to keep a pleasant               
environment in the Dorm throughout the year. 

Additionally, our Director of Student Life, Mrs. Rochel Leah Stillerman is available on             
campus for students daily. She works alongside the Dorm Mother and Dorm Counselor             
to ensure that the needs of the students are being met. 

Thank you in advance for your ongoing support and partnership to help your daughter              
have a healthy and successful school year. 

The emotional wellbeing of your daughter is of the utmost importance. To ensure a              
healthy emotional environment we hold periodic mandatory meetings to discuss issues.           
At the meetings students are expected to be on time and listen attentively and              
respectfully to the dorm staff and their peers. The girls will be given the opportunity to                
express their “triumphs” and “trials” for the week and work together to keep a pleasant               
environment in the Dorm. Our Director of Student Life, Mrs. Rochel Leah Stillerman is              
available on campus for students daily and in constant contact with the Dorm Mother              
and Dorm Counselor.  

 

Built-in Social Life 
Sharing a home with other young women means that a friend is always across the hall                
or right next door, or even in your room. You’ll get to know each other. The residence is                  
always buzzing with events, headed by our amazing counselors. Of course, fellow            
students, non dorm occupants, are welcome as long as they follow dorm staff rules.  

Dorm extra-curricular activities and outings are part of the dorm experience. Students            
are expected and encouraged to participate.  

Respect 
The privilege of living in the dormitory is prefaced by complete respect for the following: 

Dorm Staff – This includes following all dorm staff instructions in the utmost respectful              
manner. In order to keep proper decorum there must be respect for authority.  

Self – Sharing a room and home with others encompasses a responsibility for             
self-respect. One must keep her items and designated living areas organized, clean and             
neat. Proper physical hygiene, showering and washing clothing often, if not daily, are             
instrumental to your own health and to those around you. Staff will work with anyone               
who is not showering, keeping areas clean, etc. as it affects others.  

Others – It is incumbent that you treat others with common courtesy (“V'ahavta             
L'reyacha Kamocha/ Love your fellow Jew as you love yourself”). This includes talking             
to and regarding each other with only kindness and respect. There will be no degrading               
or bullying others in talk or action. No inappropriate or foul language will be tolerated.               
Each girl must respect and give space to the property and possessions of others, which               
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includes asking before touching or borrowing anything from others. Out of respect of             
privacy, please make sure to knock before entering anyone’s room.  

Rules and Regulations 
Communication between parents and school administration is vital for a productive and            
successful year. Weekly updates on your daughter’s progress will be sent via email.             
Please review these consistently with your daughter and address all concerns and            
positive feedback.  

Any rules not adhered to, either in action or spirit, will be reported to Rabbi Rapoport                
who will handle infractions accordingly. Staying in the dorm is a privilege and The              
Hebrew Academy reserves the right to revoke anyone’s right to stay in the dorm if               
necessary.   

 

Personal Responsibilities 
The administration reserves the right of decision in assigning rooms or canceling            
residence contracts. Suggestions are accepted but aren’t guaranteed. Exchanges and          
transfers of rooms will be permitted only with the approval of the administration and              
dorm counselor.  

Sick - If a girl is sick, she will need to contact her parents who will then speak to Rabbi                    
Rapoport before school begins to determine a plan of action. If necessary, she will be               
seen by a doctor or taken to Urgent Care with a dorm staff member. No student will be                  
allowed to stay in the dorm without their parents contacting Rabbi Rapoport.  

Dorm Cleanliness - In order to maintain dormitory cleanliness, each girl will receive a              
chore she must do daily. The internet will not be turned on until all chores are                
completed. In addition, each girl must contribute to the general cleanliness of the             
dormitory. This is a home for the girls; it must be treated and respected like one. All girls                  
must abide by the rules of cleanliness and hygiene posted in the dorm. The kitchen is a                 
shared space so it must stay clean and organized at all times. Girls will also be given a                  
small job in preparation for Shabbos.  

Bus - The dorm counselors will wake up the students only once in the mornings. It is                 
the student’s responsibility to make it to the bus on time. If a student misses the bus,                 
she will have to find a ride or come with the dorm counselor, and will have to report to                   
the office upon arriving late to school. Excessive tardiness may result in detention and              
could affect overall GPA. 

Respect for your neighbors - The dormitory is located in a two family home and               
neighboring homes on each side. We have neighbors who are members of the Long              
Beach community. Please be sensitive to the neighbors; there should be no excessive             
loud noises, screaming, jumping, or dancing. 
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After School Hours 
Off Dorm Premises - Not abiding by these rules will result in early curfew until proven                
reliable. 

*The dormitory curfew is 10:00 PM.  

● Signing out  
○ For the safety of all girls, the dorm staff are required to know the location               

of all dorm occupants at all times. Before leaving the dorm to go to a local                
area here in Long Beach, each girl MUST clearly print their name and             
destination on the sign out sheet. If a student decides to leave to another              
location other than what she first told the dorm counselor, she MUST call             
or text for permission. If dorm occupants request to leave the Long             
Beach area, permission must be obtained in advance. This is a safety            
concern and will be strongly enforced. It is imperative to know where each             
dorm occupant is at all times. Not abiding by these rules will result in not               
allowing the student to leave the dorm premise until proven reliable. 

● Cell phones 
○ It is important when off dorm premises that girls must always have their             

cell phone readily accessible to answer the dorm staff calls at all times.             
NOT answering the dorm counselor is NOT an option. 

● After dark 
○ There is no walking alone ANYWHERE once it is dark out. Permission to             

walk in the vicinity of the neighborhood after dark must be obtained by the              
Dorm Counselor.  

● Babysitting jobs 
○ Girls must be back in dorm by curfew. If for whatever reason one is not               

back by curfew, she must call the dorm counselor to let her know why.              
The dorm staff will then make a decision if it is acceptable or not. The only                
way the dorm counselor will allow anyone to babysit for longer is if the              
family she is babysitting will drive her back to the dorm. Under no             
circumstances may she walk home alone. 

○ Any babysitting or tutoring jobs should not interfere with schoolwork, Bnos           
programming or dorm related activities and meetings.  

Lights Out/Bedtime 
The dormitory winds down and goes “silent” at 11:00 pm. We expect students to be in                
their room with lights out. This will provide a good night’s sleep to ensure an               
academically successful new day. Girls will be asked to turn in their devices if              
curfew and lights out are abused. 

Travel 
RideShare 
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Transportation for individual outings for dorm girls is not provided. Rideshares such as             
Uber and Lyft may be used under certain conditions. To ensure the safety in use of                
these outside transportation options, girls must adhere to the following procedure: 

● The buddy system is required whenever using rideshare options. 
○ Specifically, all underclassman (9th and 10th graders) cannot use these          

rideshares unless accompanied by an upperclassman (11th or 12th         

graders).  
● Location of rideshare must be sent to the Dorm Counselor both before entering             

the car and exiting the car. 
● If these conditions are not met or abused, further use of such transportation is              

suspended. 
● If parents prefer their daughter not go in a rideshare or have specific             

requirements, please let us know.  

Airport 

Every effort will be made to accommodate rides for flights coming into or leaving from               
Long Beach Airport.  

There is a local female driver in the community and a reliable airport shuttle service that                
can be called for a nominal fee.  

Riva: (562) 704-9852/ (562) 426-2849                               Shuttle: 877 770-4826 

Halachic Standards & Expectations 
TZNIUS/Modesty in thought, speech, and action      
(dress): 
Dress: Collar Bone, knees, ankles, and elbows must be covered in the dorm common              
area and outside the dorm residence at all times. Skirts must reach below the knee               
while sitting and socks must cover the ankle bone and toes at all times. Not adhering to                 
these rules will result in the dorm counselor requesting the student to change, as a first                
infraction. Numerous or repetitive requests may result in further disciplinary action.  

Pajamas may only be worn around the dorm past 8:00 PM. No tank tops or shorts can                 
be worn around the dorm at any time.  

Social Media: Use of social media should be appropriate and based on the Jewish              
values and principles of the Hebrew Academy. Students are representatives of the            
school and are expected to portray the school in a positive manner at all times. Posting                
inappropriate items on social media is not acceptable. 

Computers: The school provides a working printer in the dorm for students to print              
homework assignments. Any laptops, tablets, and/or phones girls wish to bring MUST            
be registered. Any devices not registered will be confiscated. Internet will be shut off at               
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10:45 PM. There is a wifi tracking device to detect inappropriate misuse of the internet.               
We reserve the right to restrict internet use and/or confiscate devices should need be.  

Music: Only Jewish music can be heard in the common area and individual rooms.              
Anything else will require headphones. 

Videos: Use of internet is a privilege and is appropriated based on proper use. Any               
videos, movies, or TV should only be viewed in the common area and with the approval                
of the appropriate authority.  

Shabbos 
All halachos of keeping Shabbos must be followed consistently. Any breach of any             
standard regarding Shabbos will result in staying in the dorm Motzei Shabbos. If this is               
a recurring issue, further consequences will be enforced, with possible consideration of            
student’s stay in the dorm.  

Phones must be placed in the cell phone box before candle lighting.  

Girls MUST light Shabbos candles BEFORE the 18 minutes.  

Shabbos decorum - Each shabbos has its own set of rules and expectations. All girls               
must attend the Shabbos meals on time and be dressed appropriately for Shabbos. All              
girls are expected to behave with the spirit of Shabbos and to participate with any               
school organized events on Shabbos. 

Shul - Davening starts at 10:00 AM - All girls are encouraged to be in Shul by 11:15 AM                   
for Torah Reading. Bnos will initiate incentive programs for those who attend. 

In the dorm there is a rotating schedule of Shabbosim referred to as, “In” Shabbos,               
“Shliach” Shabbos, “Off” Shabbos, and “Long Beach” Shabbos.  

● “In” Shabbos - This Shabbos the whole dorm is together as a dorm family!              
Shabbos meals will be spent eating together in Long Beach, where we            
encourage the girls to give D’vrei Torah.  

● “Shliach” Shabbos - This Shabbos the girls leave the dorm and experience            
Shabbos in different Chabad Houses in Southern California.  

● “Off” Shabbos - This Shabbos the dorm is closed and the girls can make their               
own Shabbos plans in approved places. There are many warm and friendly            
families who would love to host dorm students. Please let the Dorm Counselor             
know if you would like to be placed somewhere for Shabbos. Permission will be              
granted to leave early for transportation purposes as long as student is in “good              
standing” and receives permission from Administration. 

● “Long Beach” Shabbos - This Shabbos is a Shabbos of your choosing. The             
dorm is open to those who wish to stay and meals will be coordinated by the                
Dorm Counselor, by various homes in Long Beach. Or, girls can choose to spend              
Shabbos elsewhere provided they do not have to leave school early on Friday             
and have obtained permission from Rabbi Rapoport. 
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For “Off” and “Long Beach” Shabbosim, prior to finalizing Shabbos plans, girls            
MUST fill out a detailed form and give it to the Dorm Counselor. Location forms and                
means of transportation must be given to the dorm counselor by Wednesday            
evening at 8:00 PM. The Dorm Mother will contact the people you will be staying by                
and confirm our standards will be met. If the Dorm Mother cannot reach them, you will                
NOT be allowed to go. Plans cannot be changed after Wednesday evening, for students              
are accounted for then by gracious hosts who will be expecting them. 

 

Motzei Shabbos 
Any girl going away from the dorm for Shabbos must be back in the dormitory by Motzei                 
Shabbos unless specific permission is pre arranged by Wednesday. If a student wishes             
to spend the night away from where she was for Shabbos, she must request              
permission by Rabbi Rapoport in advance. This excludes any girl going home for the              
weekend. All girls must be back by 7:00 PM on Sunday, without exception. Please let               
the dorm counselor know if you wish to eat dinner in the dorm on Sunday.  

 

Kashrus 
Food is provided for the dorm girls for Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. For breakfast,              
there is hot/cold cereal, almond and dairy milk, bread, and eggs. Lunch is provided              
from the school cafeteria. Dinner is cooked by the school cook and brought to the dorm                
each evening by the dorm counselor. In addition, the dorm will be fully stocked with               
basics at all times. There is one public refrigerator for communal food for all to use and                 
one private refrigerator for all girls to store personal items. Please ensure your personal              
food items are labeled clearly and cleaned out regularly. Food that remains untouched             
for one week will be thrown out.  

There are appliances, dishes and cookware for all dorm girls to use. The dorm kitchen               
standard of kashrus is to be upheld. Everything in the kitchen is labeled clearly by color                
or sticker. Anyone not complying with the standard will lose the right to use the kitchen.                
Only Cholov and Pas Yisroel food items are allowed in the kitchen. Food items must               
have an accepted Kosher symbol on food found in or eaten out of the dorm. 

Students are only allowed to eat at establishments that are strictly Kosher and approved              
by dorm staff. Certain eateries in Los Angeles may deemed Kosher but do not uphold to                
our level of Kashrus and should not be eaten in. Failure to comply with this rule will                 
result in the student’s stay at the dorm reconsidered.  
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Residence Information 
Your New Home (Away From Home) Address  
Our dormitory is located in the Bixby Knolls neighborhood of Long Beach. The             
address is: 

636 East Cartagena Street, Long Beach, CA 90807 

We've Got It All Here 
The dormitory has its own kitchen, dining area, common room, bathrooms, and space             
for storage. Student residence rooms have furniture provided by the academy for your             
comfort and convenience, and the building comes equipped with a washer and dryer for              
laundry. 

The Long Beach community is a warm and welcoming environment for our dorm             
students. There are opportunities for all areas of recreation and community service.            
Babysitting and tutoring options are available as well as usage of the JCC facility and               
much more! 

Dormitory Furnishings 
The School provides basic furnishings for residential living - window blinds and/or            
shades, standard size twin bed and mattress, blanket and pillows, desk, chair,            
wastebasket, dresser, and closet space per person.  

There will be no moving furniture without permission. Disrespect to dorm property            
is ruining your own living conditions, and will result in compensating the damage. 

You have the option to ship all your needs to the dorm, or alternatively, we will bring the                 
girls to Walmart / Target sometime before the beginning of the year. 

Below are recommendations for a few items you may need and to help you feel at                
home.  

Bedding: 

• Twin sheets - 2 sets 

• Mattress cover 

• Bedspread, comforter 

Toiletries: 

• Towels/washcloths 

• Shower tote 

• Shower sandals/flip flops 

• Personal toiletries (shampoo, soap,     
toothbrush, toothpaste, razors, etc.) 

Clothes/Storage: 

• Uniform - purchased through French      
Toast Uniforms online (see    
Parent-Student handbook for details) 
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• Winter jacket - purchased through      
French Toast (see Parent-Student    
handbook for details) 

• Umbrella 

• Laundry bag 

• Small sewing kit 

Desk & School Supplies: 

• Alarm clock 

• School supplies (i.e., pens, binders,      
notebooks, highlighters, stapler, etc.) 

• USB or flash drive 

• Backpack/tote bag 

Other Items You Don’t Need, But      
Many Students Like to Have: 

• Pictures from home 

• Cell phone and laptop chargers 

• Headphones for use during study hall       
(noise-cancelling earbuds not   
recommended) 

• Books for pleasure reading 

• Board games and a deck of card 

 

Dates to keep in mind 
The administration has made a concerted effort this school year to create a calendar              
that accommodates student travel time which will ensure that students do not miss             
valuable instructional time during the holidays. As a result, students will be required to              
attend all designated school days this year. 

There will be no exceptions to this policy even in the event that the airline tickets may                 
be more economical earlier or later than the above dates. In fact, this is an opportunity                
to impress upon your daughter the importance of school “Seder”. Consequences will be             
enforced for students who leave earlier and return later without specific permission.  
 
Please review the attached calendar and make every effort to plan your travel now to               
avoid scheduling conflicts in the months to come.  

 
August 

8/27 - Dorm Opens 

8/28 - Mandatory Orientation 2:00 - 4:00 PM 

8/29 - First Day of School - Students required to be in class at 8:05 AM 

 

September 

9/10 - 9/11 - No School - Rosh Hashanah Observed (DORM OPEN) 
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9/12 - 9:00 AM Start 

9/21 - Dorm Travel Day (Regular Instructional Day for Local Students) 

9/18 - Erev Yom Kippur -No School 

9/19 - Yom Kippur - No School 

9/24-10/2 - Sukkos Break 

 

October 

10/3 - Dorm Travel Day 

10/4 -  School Resumes - Students required to be in class from 8:05 AM. 

 

November 

11/21 - Instructional Day - Students required to be in class from 8:05 AM - 2:00 PM  

11/22-23 - Thanksgiving Break - No School  

11/26 - School Resumes -Students required to be in class at 8:05 AM 

 

December 

12/21 - Dorm Travel Day - No School 

12/21 - 1/1 - Winter Break 

 

January 

1/2  - School Resumes - Students required to be in class at 8:05 AM 

1/31-2/1 - Midterms 

 

February 

2/18 - Presidents Day 

 

March 

3/17 - Production 
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3/21 - Purim -Instructional Day - Students required to be in class from 9:30 AM - 12:30                 
PM 

 

April 

4/17 - Dorm Travel Day - No School 

4/17 - 4/28 - Pesach Break - No School  

4/29 -  School Resumes - Students required to be in class at 8:05 AM 

 

May 

5/27 - Memorial Day - No School 

 

June 

6/7 - Erev Shavuos 2 PM Dismissal  

6/8-6/10 - Shavuos - No School 

6/11 - School Resumes -Students required to be in class at 9:00 AM 

6/13-17 - Finals 

6/17 - Last Day of School/Graduation  
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Dorm Agreement 
I have read and understand the information about the dormitory and will abide by its rules and                 
expectations. 

I understand the rules of safety and responsibility. 

I understand the rules and standards of living in the dorm. 

I understand the importance of respecting authority and my peers, especially in a dorm setting. 

I understand the importance of a positive attitude towards all dorm and school functions, and               
that with a good attitude I can add and enhance to the group as a whole.  
 

 

Father’s Email Address: _______________________________ Cell: (        )           -                   .  

 

Mother’s Email Address: ______________________________ Cell: (        )             -                  .  

 

 

 

Student’s Signature:__________________________________ Date:_____________________ 
 

Father’s Signature:___________________________________ Date:_____________________ 

 

Mother’s Signature:__________________________________ Date:______________________ 
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Dorm Placement Request 
We are encouraging dorm students to request their roommates before the school year begins.              
Most rooms are divided by underclassman (9th and 10th graders) and upperclassman (11th or 12th               

graders) and and have anywhere between 2-4 students in each room, with the exception of the                
large room. Although we strive to abide by all your requests, please understand it may not be                 
fully possible.  We will make an effort to provide at least one of your requests.  
 
Student name:___________________________________ Grade: ____________________ 
 
Choices of Roommates (in order of preference): 
 
1) __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2) __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3) __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4) __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Any girls you DO NOT want as roommates: (Please explain why) 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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 בס"ד

 
MEDICAL REPORT (to be completed by Family Physician)                                                 

 

All new students need to fill out this form. Returning students need to fill this out only if there are changes. This is a 

strictly confidential report which will be kept as such in the Yeshiva's office files for scrutiny upon admission of 

students. This report will also be accessible to the physician for review in a medical case of a student while in 

attendance. 

’  
 
 

 STUDENT'S LAST NAME           FIRST NAME                     AGE      WEIGHT      

 ADDRESS            TELEPHONE                                          DATE OF BIRTH                          HEIGHT      

 

 PHYSICIAN’S NAME           ADDRESS                              CITY                                   

 TELEPHONE            

 

Has student experienced any of the following? If marked yes, explain with dates below. 

Allergy Yes    No   Tonsils Yes    No   Physical Disability Yes    No   

   Allergic to Penicillin Yes    No   Appendicitis Yes    No   Limitations to physical activities Yes    No   

Asthma, Hives, Eczema Yes    No   Emotional instability Yes    No   Rheumatic Fever Yes    No   

Chicken Pox Yes    No      Mental Disability Yes    No   Food Sensitivities Yes    No   

German Measles Yes    No   Scarlet Fever Yes    No   Family history of Tuberculosis Yes    No   

Measles Yes    No   Tonsillitis Yes    No      Lung Trouble Yes    No   

Otitis media Yes    No   Whooping Cough Yes    No   Heart Issues Yes    No   

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:      

 

 

 

Any recent findings in any of the following areas? If marked yes, explain and give dates below. 

Eyes  Yes    No   Skin Yes    No      Speech   Yes    No   

Ears Yes    No   Throat Yes    No      Orthopedic   Yes    No   

Nose Yes    No   Teeth Yes    No      Nervous System   Yes    No   

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:      
 
 

 
 

Vaccine  Date each dose was given → 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Poliomyelitis (TOPV)                               

DPT and/or Td *                               

Measles (Rubeola - 10 day, red measles)                               

Rubella (German Measles - 3 day measles)                               

Mumps                               

Other (specify)                                      

Some vaccines are available in combination with others such as measles and rubella (M-R) and measles, mumps and rubella (M-M-R). If the student 
received any combined vaccine, enter the date in each appropriate box. 

* Diphtheria, Pertussis or whooping cough, and Tetanus - OR -Tetanus and Diphtheria only 

Date and results of Tuberculosis Mantoux Text:      

   
                         

SIGNATURE OF PARENT/GUARDIAN                                      DATE  SIGNATURE OF PHYSICIAN                                                                            DATE 

All students need to fill out this form. This is a strictly confidential report which will be kept as such in the
School's office files for scrutiny upon admission of students. This report will also be accessible to the
physician for review in a medical case of a student while in attendance.

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION AND PROVIDE A COPY OF YOUR DAUGHTER’S IMMUNIZATION RECORDS.

The Hebrew Academy Chabad Day School
14401 Willow Lane

Huntington Beach, CA
92647

�(714) 898-0051



 בס"ד

(323)937-3763  Fax (323)937-9456 
 

CONSENT TO HAVE MEDICAL AND/OR SURGICAL CARE 

AND TREATMENT PERFORMED ON A MINOR OR ADULT STUDENT 
 

 

We, the parents of/I , a student of Yeshiva Ohr Elchonon 

 
 

Health Insurance Carrier:       Health Insurance Phone Number:      

Policy Number:       

 
Please list two people (U.S. residents preferred) to be called in case of an emergency 

Number:      Name of person:      Relationship:      

Number:      Name of person:      Relationship:      

 
A copy of the front and back of the student’s health insurance card must be on file for each student. Please 
provide it together with this signed document. 
  
             
 SIGNATURE OF STUDENT                                                                                                 SIGNATURE OF PARENT/GUARDIAN  

 

 

Chabad Day School, do hereby authorize and give consent to The Hebrew Academy Chabad Day School, by its
appointed dean, and/or faculty members to give consent to any necessary medical and/or surgical care, including dental
care, which may become necessary as a result of an emergency affecting my daughter/me.

It is agreed that The Hebrew Academy Chabad Day School will only give medical consent to licensed practitioners of
recognized healing arts such persons being licensed by the State of California.

The consent to be given by The Hebrew Academy Chabad Day School will be that consent which
the student or his parents could give, were either available, and were it possible to apprise either of them of the
emergency without unduly hindering, or delaying the availability of said medical care and attention.

It is further agreed that the appointed Dean, and/or faculty members, and/or authorized agent, of The Hebrew Academy
Chabad Day School shall be the sole judge of whether an emergency in fact exists, and whether it is necessary for them
to give consent in my stead, in order to provide effective medical care and attention.

a student of The Hebrew Academy


